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OLD LEAKE MEDICAL CENTRE (OLMC)
PATIENT PRACTICE GROUP (PPG) MEETING
20 NOVEMBER 2013

The meeting opened at 2.00 pm

Present: Mrs S Chambers, Mr C Maddison, Mrs J Lote, Mrs N Evison, Mr A Clark, Mrs B Forth, Mr M Jaques, Mrs S Martin, Mr S Maude and Miss P Smolenaars.

Mrs Evison opened the meeting and explained to the group that the meeting had been called to discuss the results of the 2013 Patient survey and discuss an action plan to take forward. 

Q1. The Prescription Service
Mr Clark agreed with the views of several patients and questioned if the practice could issue medication on repeat for three months instead of one. Mrs Chambers stated that this was the policy of the Clinical Commissioning group, to which the practice belongs. This policy was instigated due to the high volume of drug waste that is generated and the subsequent high costs to the NHS. Mrs Chambers went onto explain that when medication leaves the premises and is returned it must be destroyed so it is better to issue smaller amounts in case the medication dosage is changed or ceased. 

Mrs Evison raised the points made regarding the need for clarity around ‘five working days’ and ‘seven days’ required for repeat medication as it appeared to cause confusion for the patients. Mrs Lote explained that the wording of ‘five working days’ was necessary as the practice does not open at weekends or bank holidays and if it was just termed as ‘seven days’ it could cause extra confusion during bank holiday periods. The PPG group were not in total agreement that the current system of “five working days” was better than the wording “seven days” but agreed it should not be changed. 

Mrs Martin suggested adding an automated reminder to remind patients when to order their repeat medication and that this might assist patients who forget to order their medication within five working days. Mrs Chambers stated that unfortunately the clinical system did not have this functionality at the present time.

Q2. As many patients complain about lack of parking at the practice, we would like to know your ideas on how we can help the situation? We have alleviated the problem to a certain extent by introducing the delivery service which reduces the number of patients attending the surgery by over 500 patients per month, but we would value any other suggestions that you can offer?
Mrs Martin stated that although it is well commented on in the survey there appears to be little that could be done as there is no space. It was highlighted that the practice were fortunate to have any space at all as most Boston practices don’t have patient parking and the patients normally have to pay to park in the town centre and make their way to the practice on foot. 

The development of the Meadows was brought to the attention of the members and the possible implications for parking if, as expected,The Meadows is sealed off this losing an area that is used frequently for parking at the front of the Medical Centre. Mrs Chambers agreed to speak with Boston Mayflower Housing Association and its Contractors to discuss their plans and see if this problem could be prevented or minimised. 

Mr Maude stated that he agreed with the survey comments about changing the front of the building into additional car parking as, although it made the premises look nice, the space being used for car parking would be more practical. Mrs Chambers confirmed it had been looked at in the past by the partners and was not possible. The group agreed that with this being the case very little could be done. 


Q3. Appointments
The members felt that having the explanation in the survey had educated patients but very little else could be done. Patients wanted to hold onto the idea of having a family doctor who they could always see but as the practice is so much bigger and busier now this is harder to achieve. Patients complain they cannot get to see a doctor and have commented that the practice needs more doctors, however it was felt that this would not only be impossible due to the number of consulting rooms available, it wouldn’t solve the problem as patients would still rather wait to see their doctor rather than be seen by the next available doctor much more quickly. 


Q4. An action which came about from the 2011 survey was to colour code the staff so that patients knew who the receptionists were when waiting to be served (as all staff have to walk past reception to carry out their daily tasks and patients thought they were being ignored). As we are due to change the staff uniforms soon, would you like this colour coding to continue? 

Mrs Chambers informed the group that the current format of colour coding hadn’t worked as was hoped and explained that the reason for this was that Dispensers often had to come and cover on the desk at short notice and as such this meant a failure in the system in its current format. 

There had also been confusion with the colour coding as it hasn’t stated on the PPG notice board which department each colour represented, as the member who had taken on this task had moved away.

Mrs Chambers suggested that as in the survey the colour coding was an action the patients wished to keep, that instead Dispensers and Receptionists could have the same uniform and staff who do not work on the desk could have a different one. 

The PPG group unanimously agreed that the new uniform colour coding should be one of the practice’s actions for 2014. 


Q5. The PPG would like to do some fundraising for the practice. Have you any suggestions for the type of event you’d like them to hold?

Mrs Evison stated that there had been some good suggestions put forward on how the PPG could raise money for the Patient Fund. Mrs Evison did state though that from a fundraising organisation point of view she feels that its needs to be the entire PPG who are taking an active part in any fundraising activities and not just a minority few. Mr Maude stated that he didn’t join the group to fundraise but to help the surgery in other ways as he felt that through many different community projects taking place people will feel the need to donate continuously. Mrs Martin felt that any fundraising must be with a set goal in mind such as a named new piece of equipment or such like and that the difficulty in fundraising for Old Leake Medical Centre would be the belief from some patients that the Government and NHS should be funding any equipment.

Q6. With the funds which we hopefully raised by the PPG, what new facilities or equipment would you like to see at the Practice? 
Mrs Evison felt that a hot/ cold dispenser would not be a suitable idea and stated that other ideas included employing a Chiropodist or counsellor and also a card payment machine. Mrs Chambers stated it would be difficult with the Counsellor or Chiropodist due to lack of space. Mr Jacques asked if the Card machine was something we could look at and whether it would be possible and affordable to the practice. Mrs Chambers stated that she felt it would be possible and we can make further enquiries as to getting one installed.

PPG agreed that installing a card machine should be one of the practice’s actions for 2014.

Mrs Martin asked whether it would be possible to rent room space out at the weekend to Chiropodists, mobile opticians etc as a method of generating additional funds for the practice. Mrs Chambers felt that any additional funding made would be swallowed up by staff costs as Old Leake Medical Centre staff would still need to be present to manage the building. 

Mrs Chambers brought up the requests for radio entertainment in the waiting room, however it was felt by the group that this might be another distraction and make it more difficult for the patients to hear the patient call system. 

Mr Maude suggested that a hot drinks machine be installed into the waiting room for the patients, however Mrs Chambers felt that this wouldn’t be possible on Health and safety grounds with having young children in the waiting room.

Mr Maude asked if it was possible to have magazines re-introduced into the waiting room. Mrs Chambers advised that as discussed in previous meetings they had been removed following infection control guidance. 


Q7 & Q8. The last time you saw a Doctor/Nurse at the surgery how good was he/she at each of the following? 
Mrs Chambers informed the group that Mr Caukwell, in his absence, had suggested that for the clinical staff questions he would like to see it broken down into Partners, Registrars and Salaried GPs. The group however felt that patients would perhaps not know which ‘category’ the GP they had seen fell into.

Mrs Evison commented that there were several negative comments regarding the Nurse practitioner. Mr Clarke asked if the NP had been made aware of these comments. Mrs Chambers confirmed that when the survey was completed and ready for its final publication that all clinical staff would view the survey and get a copy. 

Q9. Do you have any constructive comments or suggestions to improve the practice?

Mrs Martin raised the comments relating to the queue being long but felt that this was no longer the case most of the time due to work done over the last couple of years including the introduction of the delivery service. She did however ask if there was a way of Staff using the tanoy system to call patients for the medication after seeing the doctor as it was difficult to hear. The group felt this was an excellent idea and a good action to put forward.

Mr Clarke asked if the practice had a high percentage of GP turn over as he often felt that GPs were not here long before leaving. Mrs Chambers explained that we are a training practice so we will have GP Registrars coming as part of their rotation and that these normally last either 4 months or 1 year depending on the stage of training the Registrars are at. Mrs Chambers highlighted that our GP Registrars are fully qualified and competent doctors who wish to pursue a career as a GP under the guidance of Dr Sinha. 

In conclusion the actions agreed from this survey are:

	Contact Boston Mayflower to ask if it would be possible not to fence off the car parking area across from the surgery while The Meadows is refurbished, and request that contractors do not park near the surgery.


	Dispensers & Receptionists will wear a patterned blouse and administrative staff, who do not serve on the reception desk, will wear plain. 


	Card payment machine will be investigated and installed if viable


	Tanoy system utilised for calling patients for their prescriptions 


Close:	The meeting closed at 2.54 pm.

